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ALMOST  CHEBYSHEV  SUBSPACES,

LOWER  SEMICONTINUITY,  AND
HAHN-BANACH EXTENSIONS1

EDWARD  ROZEMA

Abstract. A subset M of a Banach space is called almost

Chebyshev iff the set of elements with more than one best approxi-

mation from M is the first category. It is first shown that if the

metric projection onto a proximinal almost Chebyshev subset M

is lower semicontinuous, then M is Chebyshev. Next, let M be a

subspace of a separable Banach space. Then A/-1- is almost Cheby-

shev iff the set of elements in M* which fail to have a unique Hahn-

Banach extension is the first category.

1. Let X be a Banach space with norm || • || and let M be a nonempty sub-

set of X. For x e X,we say that y G M is a best approximation to x from M

if
||x — y\\ = inf{||x — m\\ ; m e M}.

We are interested in examining the set of points in X which have a unique

best approximation from M. If this set is all of X, then M is called

Chebyshev.

It is well known that in certain common Banach spaces, for example,

C([0, l]x [0, 1]) or L^O, 1], there is a dearth of finite dimensional

Chebyshev subspaces (none in the second case, only the space of constant

functions in the first). A. L. Garkavi [5] inquired into whether, for a given

subspace, this nonuniqueness was a rare phenomenon and defined an almost

Chebyshev subset to be one for which the set of elements with more than

one best approximation is of the first category. S. B. Stechkin [9] had

previously shown that any closed nonempty subset of a uniformly rotund

Banach space is almost Chebyshev. For a separable Banach space, Garkavi

showed that there exist almost Chebyshev subspaces of any finite dimension.
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In [6], he obtained a characterization of the finite dimensional almost

Chebyshev subspaces of C(T) (where T is a compact Hausdorff space)

somewhat reminiscent of the classical Haar condition for Chebyshev sub-

spaces. In another paper, we will characterize the almost Chebyshev sub-

spaces of L1(p).

This concept is closely allied with another problem of approximation

theory concerning the continuity of best approximation. Denote the set

of all best approximations to x from M by PM(X) ar>d call the set-valued

map x->PM(x) the metric projection of X onto M. The map PM is lower

semicontinuous (l.s.c.) iff, for every open subset U of X,

{x e X; PM(x) H U s* 0 }

is also open. A continuous selection for PM is a continuous map s:X—*M

such that s(x) ePM(x) for all x e X. E. Michael [7] has shown that if M

is convex and PM is l.s.c, then there exists a continuous selection for PM.

If M is almost Chebyshev then there exists at most one continuous selection

forPM since any selection is determined on a dense set. (In this connection

it should be pointed out that a recent result of A. L. Brown [4, Theorem

2.8(iii)] giving a sufficient condition for finite dimensional subspaces of

C(T) to have at most one continuous selection can be thus derived from

Garkavi's characterization of finite dimensional almost Chebyshev sub-

spaces of C(T).) However, Michael's theorem is of little use in proving the

existence of a continuous selection for almost Chebyshev subspaces, as

the following result shows. (Recall that M is called proximinal if PM(x)^

0 for each x e X.)

Theorem 1. Let M be a proximinal subset ofX. IfPM is l.s.c. and M is

almost Chebyshev, then M is Chebyshev.

Proof. Suppose M is not Chebyshev. Then there exists an element x0

which has more than one best approximation. Let Ux and U2 be two

disjoint open subsets of X for which PM(xo)riUi9i:0 , i = l, 2. Then, since

PM is l.s.c,

Ai = {xeX; PM(x) ní/j7í0}

is nonempty and open for i= 1,2. Thus AXC\A2 is a nonempty open set each

element of which has a best approximation in Ux and another (necessarily

different) best approximation in U2. Thus M is not almost Chebyshev.

A. L. Brown has studied l.s.c. metric projections and introduced the

following definition [3] : X has property (P) if whenever x and z are points

of X such that ||*+z|| ^ ||jc|| , then there exist positive constants b and c

such that Hv+czll^llvll whenever ||x— y\\^b. Brown stated that X has

property (P) iff PM is l.s.c. for every finite dimensional subspace M of X.
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(Recently, the class of subsets M has been enlarged to include the "ap-

proximatively-compact and -convex" subsets, see [2].) Brown showed

that a rotund space and a finite dimensional space whose unit ball is a

finite intersection of half-spaces both have property (P); J. Blatter [1] has

shown that c0 has property (P). Combining these results with Theorem 1

we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary. The only finite dimensional almost Chebyshev subspaces of

c0 or /X({1, • • • , n}) are Chebyshev.

2. Let M be a subspace of a Banach space X and let m* be a nonzero

element of M*. We can ask whether m* has a unique norm-preserving

extension (called a Hahn-Banach extension) to all of X (in which case we

say that M is (Um,)). R. R. Phelps [8] was the first to connect this

problem with that of unique best approximation. If, for m* e M*, we set

HBEM(m*) = {Hahn-Banach extensions of m*},

then Phelps, in essence, proved the following result (where x*\M is the

restriction of x* to M).

Lemma 1.    For all x* e X*,

PMX(x*) = x* - HBE^Ot* | M).

Following Phelps, we say that A/is (U)if Mis (Um,) foreverym* g M*.

Using the lemma above Phelps was able to conclude the following.

Theorem (Phelps).    M is (U) iff ML is Chebyshev.

We introduce the following definition: M is almost (U) iff the set of

elements in M* which have a unique Hahn-Banach extension is dense and

of the second category. We present an analogue to Phelps' theorem in the

next result.

Theorem 2. If X is a separable Banach space, then M is almost (U) iff

ML is almost Chebyshev.

Proof. Set L=M±. First, some notation: Let Lx be the set of elements

in X* which fail to have a unique best approximation out of L. Since X is

separable, there exists a sequence {xs} of elements in A'which separate the

elements of L. Put

Lns = \x*eX*;     sup      \{xs,m - m')\^-\.
\ m.m'epjx*) n)

Since L is proximinal (because it is w*-closed), LX = U Lns. By using the

facts that the unit ball of-A'* is w*-compact and that the norm is w*-lower
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semicontinuous, it can readily be shown that Lns is closed. It is also an

easy matter to show that Lns=Lns+L (this only requires the observation

that, for meL, PL(x*+m)=PL(x*)+m).

We now suppose that L=ML is almost Chebyshev. Thus each Lns,

being closed, is nowhere dense. Define R:X*-*-M* by R(x*)=x*\M.

Then ker R = L and R is an open, continuous map. Lemma 1 shows that

R(LJ = {/G A/*; M is not (Uf)}.
Hence

{/gA/*; A/is not (Uf)} = R(\JLns) = |J*(0-

We now show that each R(Lns) is closed and nowhere dense. Since

X*\L„s=Lcns is open and dense, it follows that R(Lcns) is open and dense.

So if we can show that (R(Lcns))c=R(Lns), we will know that M is almost

(U). Since R is onto, clearly (R(Lcns))c^R(Lm). To show that opposite

inclusion, suppose, on the contrary, that y e R(Lns) and y e R(Lcn>).

Choose x e Lns and z e Lcns for which Rx=Rz=y. Then there is an m e L

for which z=x+m. Since x e Lns and m e L, it follows from the remarks

above that z g Lns, a contradiction.

To prove the other half of the theorem, assume that M is almost (U).

Then A = {fe M*; M is (Uf)} is dense. Let R:X*^-M* be the restriction

map as above. Then R~1(A) is the set of all x* e X* which have a unique

best approximation from M1. We claim that R~*(A) is dense: For let U be

an open subset of X*. Then R(U) is open in M*. Thus R(U)C\A?£0.

Hence UnR~1(A)^¿0. Using the remarks and notation above, we have

seen that Lns is closed; we have, therefore, just shown that Lns is nowhere

dense. Consequently, L is almost Chebyshev.
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